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• Acoustic radiation modes (ARMs) are a set of orthogonal velocity distributions which radiate sound
power independently.
• Process of obtaining ARMs can be computationally intensive: to obtain sound power through
ARMs, radiation efficiencies associated with the ARMs have to be calculated at frequencies of
interest.
• Effort to obtain ARMs at different frequencies can be reduced, if ARMs can be reused for a
frequency interval.
• Radiation efficiencies associated with the ARMs can be estimated, when they follow simple
relationship with frequency.
• Geometry of radiating surface can affect the size of the interval where ARMs and the associated
radiation efficiencies can be reused/estimated.
• Understanding the behaviors of ARMs mentioned above is essential when making sound
engineering judgement to reduce computation effort.
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Recent Applications of ARMs
• Using ARMs in structural optimization for reducing sound power
4Y. Zhang et. al., Acoustic topology optimization of sound power using mapped acoustic radiation modes
Key idea: To take advantage of pressure and velocity of spherical waves
Step 1: Express surface velocity by a combination of scaled spherical waves.
Step 2: Calculate sound power by simply scaling and summing the sound 
power radiation carried by the spherical waves.
Step 3: Perform structural optimization using sound power as the objective 
function, by changing local stiffness and density.
Recent Applications of ARMs
• Using ARMs in determining the precise design change to reduce radiated sound power
5J. Liu et. al., The application of acoustic radiation modes to engine oil pan design, SAE Technical Paper 17NVC-0206
Key idea: Identify the ARM
which radiates the most sound
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Frequency and Shape Dependency of ARM
• Shape morphing was created by
deforming a rectangular box into a
sphere with radius of the smallest
circumsphere.
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Original Shape a = 0.2 a = 0.4
a = 0.6 a = 0.8
• ARMs and their associated singular
values were calculated for each shape at
each frequency.
• The similarity is quantified using the
concept of Modal Assurance Criterion
(MAC)
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• First, MAC was calculated between first 50 modes of a frequency
combination.
• For example,
Frequency and Shape Dependency of ARM
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• Then, the sum of MAC is calculated for each frequency combination
• Method 1: Sum up each and every MAC value





Frequency and Shape Dependency of ARM
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Method 1 – Overall Correlation Method 2 – Overall Correlation
Frequency and Shape Dependency of ARM
• Overall correlation
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Original Shape a = 0.2 a = 0.4
a = 0.6 a = 0.8
Original Shape a = 0.2 a = 0.4
a = 0.6 a = 0.8
Method 1 – Overall Correlation Method 2 – Overall Correlation
• As the shape becomes closer to a sphere, the mode shapes are becoming more alike.
• These plots are not able to indicate whether the ranking of the mode shapes have changed with respect to 
radiation efficiency as the frequency changes. 
(Nearly Spherical) (Nearly Spherical)
• Radiation efficiency vs Frequency
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Original Shape a = 0.2 a = 0.4





a = 0.2 325
a = 0.4 275
a = 0.6 240
a = 0.8 210
Radiation efficiency follows simple trend vs 
frequency, until crossing occurs.
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a = 0.8 (Close to Spherical) a = 0 (Original Geometry)
Conclusion
• The acoustic radiation mode shapes become similar over a wider 
frequency range as the geometry approaches that of a sphere. 
• However, as the shape becomes smoother, the radiation mode 
crossing frequencies become smaller. This makes the re-use of 
acoustic radiation mode calculated at one frequency at another 
harder, because the radiation efficiency has to be closely tracked as 
well, if sound power is the quantity of concern. 
• On the other hand, if only the mode shapes are of interest, smoothing 
the shape will be beneficial. 
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